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with banners limp in the breathless August noontide, the long lite
of blockading galleys rode drowsily at anchor just out of gunshot
from the shore, at a point where the water, smooth as an enameled
sheet, changed from emerald to sapphire.
From this station Andrea Dpria commanded the gulf, from the
ragged promontory of Portofino in the east to the distant Cape Melle
in the west, and barred the sea approaches to Genoa the Superb, which
rose, terrace upon terrace, in glittering marble splendour within the
embrace of her encircling Mis.
In the rear of his long line were stationed, as became as ancillary
squadron, the seven red Pontifical galleys. Richly carved and gilded
at stem and stern, they displayed at their mastheads the Papal vexilla:
on one the keys of St. Peter, on the other the besants of the Medici9 the
House from which His Holiness was sprung. From each red flank the
thirty massive oars, thirty-six feet in length, were inclined astern and
slightly upwards, presenting, thus at rest, the appearance of a gigantic,
half-closed fan.
In the tabernacle—as the poop cabin was termed—of the rearmost
galley, a sybaritic chamber, hung and carpeted with the glowing silks •
of Eastern looms, sat the Papal Captain, that Prospero Adorno who
was at once a man of dreams and a man of action, a soldier and a poet
Other poets have acknowledged him a great soldier, and other soldiers
have acknowledged him a great poet. Both state the truth and only
jealousy makes them state it in this wise.
As a poet he lives on and sings to you from The Ligurfad, that
immortal epic of the sea, whose subject is proclaimed by its opening
lines:
lo canw iprodi del liguro lido,
Ls arm! ioro e la lof virtii,
As a soldier let it be said at once that he achieved a celebrity never
approached by the military deeds of any other poet. Just thirty years
of age at the time of this blockade of Genoa, he was already famous
as a naval condottiero, Four years ago in an action off Goialatta his
skill and intrepidity had saved the great Andrea Doria from disaster at
the hands of Dragut-Reis, the Anatolian who for his deeds had come
to be known as The Drawn Sword of Islam,
Acclaimed as having plucked a Christian victory from an imminent
defeat his fame had swept like a mistral across the Mediterranean, and
it resulted naturally that when, later, Doria passed into the service oi
the King of France, it was Prospero Adorno who succeeded him a?
Captain-General of the Pontifical navy.
Now that His Holiness had entered into alliance with France anc
Venice against the Emperor, whose troops had scandalized the worlc
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